
Annex 1 to the Regulations - Description of services and subscription plans

I. The Website Basic services

1. Back office module:
1. As part of the Back office module, the Service Provider delivers the following

Website functionalities:

a) uploading a 3D model of the Project by the Contractor:

- the required format of the 3D model .glb .gltf .obj .fbx .3ds .ifc;

- the possibility to determine the types of product materials, product spare parts;

- the possibility to assign the price to a product, materials and spare parts;

- the Service Provider recommends using the model in the ".gltf" format.

b) modeling the lighting of the Project:

- the possibility to assign specific types of lighting and place them in 3D space.

c) setting the colors and texture of the Project

- the required color and texture format .jpeg, .png;

- The Service Provider recommends uploading the highest quality colors and

textures, at least 1024 px× 1024px, The Service Provider is not responsible for the

appearance of the Project in case of uploading a Project of lower quality than

recommended;

d) the possibility to upload optional parts of the Project;

e) the possibility of grouping parts of the Project into one:

- many parts of a Project can be combined into a functional whole without being

separated;

f) the possibility of blocking the editing function of the Project (or a given part) by the

Client or allowing the Client to remove elements of the Project;

g) the possibility of moving the Project or its part in space;

h) the possibility to change the size of elements within the frame of parameters set;

i) the possibility to put one’s own text on the Project and edit it;

j) the possibility of switching between Projects (from the Main Project to the detailed

Projects and vice versa);

k) the possibility of making the finished Project available to the Client.

2. Client component
The Service Provider delivers the following methods of making the Project available to

the Client:

a) by generating an external link – after clicking the link, the Client is transferred to

the Website;

b) by generating a QR code – after scanning the QR code, the Client is transferred to

the Website;

c) through the integration module - i.e. a program that is an implementation of the

client component for a given e-commerce platform.



As part of the client component, the Service Provider delivers the following

functionalities of the Website:

a) The Client receives access to the Project;

b) The Client can view the Project;

c) The Client may, on the basis of the parameters provided by the Contractor,

configure the Project to his own requirements;

d) The Client has an option to display the Project in augmented reality on his/her

device;

e) The Client has an option to save the finished Project and send it to the Contractor;

f) the component collects information about the Client (from which location the

Project was viewed, the length of the Project configuration, information about the

device and system used to configure the Project, what kind of configuration he/she

has made in the Project, which parts of the Project he/she has configured).

3. The integration module
As part of the integration module, the Service Provider delivers the following

functionalities of the Website:

a) The Contractor has the possibility of integrating the Website's functionalities to its

own webpage;

b) The Service Provider gives the Contractor an integration code to be placed on the

Contractor's webpage source code,

c) The Service Provider gives a link to the WordPress Website plugin.

4. CustomizeMe Fronted Component
As part of the CustomizeMe Fronted Component, the Service Provider makes available

the following Website functionalities:

a) the possibility to handle a certain number of products in the Contractor's online

store depending on the selected Subscription Plan;

b) the possibility to use the default User interface;

c) the possibility of placing the Component in a certain number of Contractor's online

stores depending on the selected Subscription Plan.

II. The Website Additional services
As part of the Website, the Service Provider delivers Services in the following

additional modules (optional):

a) SeeMe – a source code that can be placed on the website, which allows to

download a 3D model from the Contractor's server and trigger a hardware

acceleration on a mobile platform (IOS and Android);

b) SeeMe Premium – a source code generator, placed on the website, which allows

to download a 3D model from the Contractor's server and triggers a hardware



acceleration on a mobile platform (IOS and Android). While generating this code,

the Contractor may specify the fields provided in the form;

c) Sharable – a function that enables real-time configuration sharing in the

"CustomizeMe Component" by multiple users. The condition for using the

add-on is the use of the Service Provider's IT infrastructure;

d) ConvertMe – an application hosted by the Service Provider that allows

converting the 3D model from the ".gltf", ".glb", ".obj", ".fbx", ". stl" formats to the

IOS and Android platform compatible formats. The end product of the program

are two 3D models. By selecting this add-on, the Contractor agrees to the free

use of the add-on operation results for research and development works of the

Service Provider and agrees to the (free of charge for the Contractor)

commercial use of the research and development work by the Service Provider;

e) Native Ar Configurator – a function that allows generating 3D models, based on

the configurations created in the "CustomizeMe component" that can be

opened by native applications of IOS and Android mobile devices.

III. Subscription plans description

1. The Service Provider makes available the following Subscription Plans: “Free”,

„Configurator”,  „Configurator+AR”, and “Individual”.

2. Within the Free, the Contractor receives the following Website functionalities:

a) CustomizeMe Fronted component and integration module;

- up to 1 000 views of 3D Models per month. There is no possibility to add more

sessions in the free plan

b) limited Back office module within which the Contractor:

● is entitled to:

- generate the default user interface,

- obtain the support „Community support”,

- download and use the SeeMe additional module,

- use the ConvertMe additional module,

- download integration for own e-commerce,

- change the Subscription Plan to Pro or Individual,

- purchase the Service Provider's individual consultations,

- purchase 3D modeling service

- use the demo model (basic functionalities of the module),

- to configure a product with endless possibilities,

- upload and generate the package from the Back office (zip version) and deliver the

package to the Client.

- personalize the view of the model,

- upload own Back office textures,

- upload own Back office models,



- Contractor is allowed to upload an unlimited amount of textures and optional

elements of  3d Model

● The Contractor cannot:

- Can’t upload more than 3 own 3D Models. Models provided as Demo are

excluded form the cunting

3. Within the Configurator plan, the Contractor receives the following Website

functionalities:

a) CustomizeMe Fronted component and integration module;

- the possibility to handle up to 200 products in the Contractor's online store;

- up to 50 000 views of 3D Models per month.

- Extra sessions will be charged additionally based on the tariff for the current plan

b) full use of the Back office module:

● Within the module, the Contractor is given the option to:

- make an endless number of product combinations,

- personalize the view of the model,

- upload own Back office textures,

- upload own Back office models,

- generate a package for the "fronted component" (end client interface),

- impersonate the end client interface,

- obtain the Service Provider's support (Support Standard),

- purchase 3D modeling service

- download and use the SeeMe additional module,

- use the ConvertMe additional module,

- download integration for own e-commerce,

- change the Subscription Plan to Individual or „Free” (however, in such a situation

he has no right to a refund of already paid subscription fees),

- purchase additional Service Provider's individual consultations,

● The Contractor cannot upload more than 200 3D models

● Can’t use AR functionalities

4. Within the Configurator + AR plan, the Contractor receives the following Website

functionalities:

a) CustomizeMe Fronted component and integration module;

- the possibility to handle an infinite number of products in the Contractor's online

store;

- up to 100 000 views of 3D Models per month. Extra views will be charged

additionally based on the tariff for the current plan

b) full use of the Back office module:

● Within the module, the Contractor is given the option to:

- make an endless number of product combinations,

- personalize the view of the model,

- upload own Back office textures,



- upload own Back office models,

- generate a package for the "fronted component" (end client interface),

- impersonate the end client interface,

- obtain the Service Provider's support (Support Premium),

- purchase 3D modeling service

- download and use the SeeMe additional module,

- use the ConvertMe additional module,

- download integration for own e-commerce,

- change the Subscription Plan to Individual, “Configurator” „Free” (however, in such

a situation he has no right to a refund of already paid subscription fees),

- purchase additional Service Provider's individual consultations,

- Can use all advanced Augmented Reality functionalities.

5. The Individual Plan is tailored to the specific needs of the Contractor. The

functionality of the Website is determined directly between the Contractor and the

Service Provider.


